ABSTRACT. In this paper, we present some aspects relative to the types of uncertainties, the variability of real systems, the types of probabilistic approaches and of the representations for
1. Introduction concerning the probabilistic modeling of uncertainties
Uncertainties and variability
The designed system is used to manufacture the real system and to construct the nominal computational model (also called the mean model) using a mathematicalmechanical modeling process for which the main objective is the prediction of the responses of the real system in its environment. The real system, submitted to a given environment, can exhibit a variability in its responses due to fluctuations in the manufacturing process and due to small variations of the configuration around a nominal configuration associated with the designed system. The mean model which results from a mathematical-mechanical modeling process of the design system, has parameters which can be uncertain. In this case, there are model-parameter uncertainties.
In an other hand, the modeling process induces some modeling errors defined as the model uncertainties. It is important to take into account both the model-parameter uncertainties and model uncertainties to improve the predictions of computational models in order to use such a computational model to carry out robust optimization, robust design and robust updating with respect to uncertainties. Today, it is well understood that, as soon as the probability theory can be used, then the probabilistic approach of uncertainties is certainly the most powerful, efficient and effective tool for modeling and for solving direct and inverse uncertain problem. The developments presented in this paper are limited to the probabilistic approaches.
Types of approach for probabilistic modeling of uncertainties
The parametric probabilistic approach consists in modeling the uncertain parameters of the mean model by random variables and then in constructing the probabilistic model of these random variables using the available information. Such an approach is very well adapted and very efficient to take into account model-parameter uncertainties as soon as the probability theory can be used. Many works have been published in this field and a state-of-the-art can be found for instance in (Deodatis et al., 2008; Mace et al., 2005; Schueller, 2005a; Schueller, 2005b) ). Nevertheless, the parametric probabilistic approach does not allow model uncertainties to be taken into account (see for instance (Beck et al., 1998) ). A possible way to solve this difficult problem is the nonparametric probabilistic approach which has been introduced by (Soize, 2000; Soize, 2001 ) and for which extensions and developments have been presented in (Soize, 2003; Soize, 2005) . This approach consists in replacing the matrices of the finite approximations of the operators of the boundary value problem by random matrices for which the mean values are equal to the corresponding matrices of the mean model and for which the probability distributions are constructed using only the available information. The nonparametric probabilistic approach then uses the random matrix theory (see for instance (Mehta, 1991) ) and has required to introduce new ensembles of random matrices adapted to computational mechanics modeling (Soize, 2000; Soize, 2001; Soize, 2005; Mignolet et al., 2008a) and which have been constructed using the maximum entropy principle under the constraints defined by the available information (see Section 1.4). This approach has been applied and validated for direct problems of predictions, stochastic inverse problems of identification and robust optimization problems (Arnst et al., 2006; Capiez-Lernout et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2006; Cottereau et al., 2007; Capiez-Lernout et al., 2008; Desceliers et al., 2008; Durand et al., 2008; Pellissetti et al., 2008; Soize et al., 2008; Batou et al., 2009 ) for many situations, often with experimental validations. Extensions have been proposed, particularly in dynamic substructuring and in nonlinear dynamics (Chebli et al., 2004; Capiez-Lernout et al., 2005; Desceliers et al., 2004; Duchereau et al., 2006; Sampaio et al., 2007; Mignolet et al., 2008b; Batou et al., 2009) . Very recently, a generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties in computational dynamics using random matrices and polynomial chaos decompositions has been proposed (Soize, 2010) .
Types of representation for probabilistic modeling of uncertainties
A fundamental question is the construction of prior probability models of uncertainties. Such a prior probability model can then be used to study the propagation of uncertainties through the mechanical system which is analyzed. If experimental measures are available for the mechanical system, then these measures can be used (1) to identify the parameters of the prior probability model (see for instance ) using, for instance, the maximum likelihood method (Serfling, 1980; Spall, 2003) or (2) to construct a posterior probability model (see for instance (Beck et al., 1998) ) using, for instance, the Bayesian methods (see for instance (Bernardo et al., 2000; Kaipio et al., 2005; Spall, 2003; Congdon, 2007; Carlin et al., 2009) ). Two methods can be used to construct the prior probability model of a random vector A belonging to the space L 2 N of all the second-order random variables defined on a probability space and with values in R N (this random vector can result from a finite dimension approximation of a stochastic process or of a random field).
(i)-The first method is a direct approach which consists in directly constructing the probability distribution P A (da) on R N in using, for instance, the maximum entropy principle (see Section 1.4).
(ii)-The second method is an indirect approach which consists in introducing a representation A = g(X) for which A ∈ L 2 N is the transformation by a deterministic nonlinear mapping g (which has to be constructed) of a R ν -valued random variable X = (X 1 , . . . , X ν ) whose probability distribution P X (dx) is given and then is known. Then P A is the transformation of P X by the mapping g. Two main types of methods can be used.
(ii.1)-The first one corresponds to the spectral methods such as the Polynomial Chaos representations (Wiener, 1938; Ghanem et al., 1991; Ghanem et al., 1996; LeMaitre et al., 2004; Soize et al., 2004; Nouy, 2007; Das et al., 2008; Arnst et al., 2008; Nouy et al., 2009; Soize et al., 2009 ) which can also be applied in infi-nite dimension for stochastic processes and random fields, which allow the effective construction of mapping g to be carried out and which allow any random variable A in L 2 N , to be written as
in which ψ j are given real polynomials and where a j1,...,jν are vectors in R N which completely define mapping g. The construction of g then consists in identifying the vector-valued coefficients a j1,...,jν . If X is Gaussian, then the polynomials are the normalized Hermite polynomials. Today, many applications of such an approach have been carried out for direct and inverse problems, see for instance (Ghanem et al., 2005; Berveiller et al., 2006; Desceliers et al., 2006; Faverjon et al., 2006; Desceliers et al., 2007; LeMaitre et al., 2007; Arnst et al., 2008; Guilleminot et al., 2008) ).
(ii.2)-The second one consists in introducing a prior algebraic representation A = g(X, w) in which w is a parameter with small dimension which has to be identified, where X id a vector-valued random variable with probability distribution P X , where g is a given nonlinear mapping and where the vector-valued parameter w must be identified. For instance, tensor-valued random fields representations constructed with such an approach can be found in (Soize, 2006; Soize, 2008b) .
Method (ii.1) allows any random vector A in L 2 N to be represented but the representation can require a very large number of coefficients yielding very difficult problems for their identification. In general, method (ii.2) does not allow any random vector A in L 2 N to be represented but allows a representation to be constructed in a subspace of L 2 N when w runs through all the admissible space (but, in opposite, the identification of w is realistic and efficient.
Construction of the probabilistic models using the maximum entropy principle
The measure of uncertainties using the entropy were introduced by (Shannon, 1948) in the framework of Information Theory. The use of the maximum entropy principle (that is to say the maximization of the level of uncertainties) to construct a prior probability model of a random variable under the constraints defined by the available information, were formalized by (Jaynes, 1957) . This principle appears as a major tool to construct the prior probability model (1) of uncertain parameters of the mean model for the parametric probabilistic approach, (2) of both model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors for the nonparametric probabilistic approach and (3) of the generalized approach of uncertainties corresponding to a full hybridization of the parametric and nonparametric probabilistic approaches.
Let a = (a 1 , . . . , a N ) be a real vector and let A = (A 1 , . . . , A N ) be a secondorder random variable with values in R N whose probability distribution P A is defined by a probability density function a → p A (a) on R N with respect to da = da 1 . . . da N and which verifies the normalization condition R N p A (a) da = 1. In fact, it is assumed that A is with values in any bounded or unbounded part A of R N and conse-quently, the support of p A is A. The available information defines a constraints equation on R µ written as E{g(A)} = f in which E is the mathematical expectation, f = (f 1 , . . . , f µ ) is a given vector in R µ and where a → g(a) = (g 1 (a), . . . , g µ (a)) is a given function from R N into R µ . Let C be the set of all the probability density functions a → p A (a) defined on R N with values in R + verifying the normalization condition and the constraints equation E{g(A)} = f . The maximum entropy principle consists in finding p A in C which maximizes the entropy (that is to say the uncertainties),
in which S(p) is the entropy of the probability density function p. Introducing the Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ L µ ⊂ R µ associated with the constraints where L µ is the subset of R µ of all the admissible values for λ, it can easily be seen that the solution of the optimization problem can be written as
in which < x , y >= x 1 y 1 + . . . + x µ y µ and where 1 A is the indicatrix function of set A. The normalization constant c 0 and the Lagrange multiplier λ are calculated in solving a nonlinear vectorial algebraic equation deduced from the normalization condition and from the constraints equation. This algebraic equation can be solved using appropriated algorithms. Then, it is necessary to construct a generator of independent realizations of random variable A whose probability density function is that which has been built. In small dimension (N is a few units), there is no difficulty. In high dimension (N hundreds or thousands), there are two major difficulties. The first one is related to the calculation of an integral in high dimension of the type c 0 A g(a) exp(− < λ, g(a) >) da which is necessary to implement the algorithm for computing c 0 and λ. The second one is the construction of the generator once c 0 et λ have been calculated. These two aspects can be solved using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC) (see for instance (Kaipio et al., 2005; MacKeown, 1997; Spall, 2003) ). The transition kernel of the homogeneous (stationary) Markov chain of the MCMC method can be constructed using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Hastings, 1970) or the Gibbs algorithm (Geman et al., 1984) which is a slightly different algorithm for which the kernel is directly derived from the transition probability density function and for which the Gibbs realizations are always accepted. These two algorithms construct the transition kernel for which the invariant measure is P A . In general, these algorithms are effective but can not be when there are regions of attraction that do not correspond to the invariant measure. These situations can not be easily detected and are time consuming. Recently, a new approach (Soize, 2008a) of the class of the Gibbs method has been proposed to avoid these difficulties and is based on the introduction of an Itô stochastic differential equation whose unique invariant measure is P A and is the explicit solution of a Fokker-Planck equation (Soize, 1994) . The algorithm is then obtained by discretization of the Itô equation.
Nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties for elliptic boundary value problems
For the general case of elliptic boundary value problems, the nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties can fe found in (Soize, 2009) . The mean computational model resulting from the finite element discretization of the strictly elliptic boundary value problem under consideration is written as
is a (n × m) real matrix made up of the unknowns and where [ b ] is a given (n × m) real matrix. The nonparametric probabilistic approach cannot directly be used, one hand because of the presence of topological zeros in the sparse matrix [ K ] and partly because for problems in high dimension the large full random matrix [ K ] could not be managed (if n = 10 7 , then there is 0.5 × 10 14 nonzero elements!). It is therefore necessary to build a reduced model of dimension N ≪ n knowing that a reduction of modal type would not be effective with respect to the convergence in N . The proposed approach in (Soize, 2009) consists in associating with the mean computational model, the stochastic equation
. . , n} of (n × n) random matrices belonging to the set SE + defined in (Soize, 2005) such that the random solution (N × N ) full random matrix belonging to the set SG + defined in (Soize, 2005) .
is never assembled and the specialized algorithm detailed in (Soize, 2009 ) is used.
As an example, we consider the following problem in linear elastostatics. The finite element mesh of the domain is shown in Figure 1 (a) and there are 17, 355 DOF. The material is linear elastic homogeneous and isotropic. There are Dirichlet conditions on part of the boundary and there are m = 4 independent static loads applied on the outer lateral surface of the cylinder. The level of uncertainty is defined by the value of the dispersion parameter δ of the random matrix [G N ]. The stochastic solver is based on the use of the Monte Carlo method for which n s = 20, 000 independent realizations are used. Figure 1 (b) shows the mean square convergence of the random solution as a function of dimension N of the reduced-order model and for δ = 0.5. Convergence is reached for N ≥ 300. Let U (or V ) be the random variable representing the component of the random response for which the mean value (or the standard deviation) is the largest. Let F U (u) = Proba{U ≤ u} (or F V (v)) be the cumulative distribution function of U (or V ). For n s = 20, 000 and N = 500, 
Nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties in 3D elastodynamics with geometric nonlinearities
The nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties for the general case of 3D elastodynamics with large displacements and with linear material behavior, that is to say, in the presence of geometric nonlinearities has been introduced in (Mignolet et al., 2008b) . The nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties for this nonlinear dynamical system yields the following stochastic reduced-order model for the displacement random field U (x, y, z, t) = n i=1 Q i (t) ϕ i (x, y, z) and the stresses random field
the random vector Q(t) of the generalized coordinates verifies the nonlinear stochas-
, in which the vector of the generalized nonlinear elastic forces is written as
ijℓp q j q ℓ q p , and where the ran-
]
. The random matrices ].
The construction of the random coefficients of the nonlinear terms in the stochastic reduced model requires to know the corresponding deterministic coefficients of the reduced mean model. These coefficients can be calculated using the method developed in (Muravyov et al., 2003; Mignolet et al., 2008b) for general nonlinear dynamical systems in large displacements and only requires the use of any commercial software allowing nonlinear elastic analyses to be performed.
As an example, we consider a steel straight beam, fixed at both ends, with length 0.2286 m, 0.0127 m width and 0.000775 m thickness. The excitation is a point force applied to the center of the beam and has flat spectrum over the band [−2000 , 2000] Hz. The beam is discretized in 40 CBEAM finite elements with Nastran. The elastic modes of the linearized system (12 plane modes and 10 transverse modes) are chosen so that the modal response converged. The values of the parameters δ M = δ D = 0 and δ KB are chosen for that the first natural frequency (transverse mode) is 4% of the coefficient of variation. Figure 3 shows the results for the random spectrum of the random transverse response in the middle of the beam.
Nonparametric probabilistic approach in low-and medium-frequency vibroacoustics and experimental validation
The nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties for complex vibroacoustic systems with an application to an automotive vehicle can be found in . There are uncertainties in the vibroacoustic computational model for the structure, for the internal acoustic cavity and for the vibroacoustic coupling interface. The level of uncertainties are identified using experiments. A unique vibroacoustic computational model is developed for one type of car with several optional extra that induces variability in the vibroacoustic responses of the real system. The goal is the prediction of sound pressure in the acoustic cavity induced by the rotation of the engine for regimes [1500 , 4800] rpm corresponding to the frequency band [50 , 160] Hz. The structure-borne excitations are dynamic forces applied to the engine mounts. The vibroacoustic system consists of a linear viscoelastic structure coupled with an acoustic cavity filled with a dissipative acoustic fluid. In the frequency domain ω, the dis- placement vector of the structure is u(ω) with n s DOF. The acoustic-pressure vector is p(ω) with n f DOF. The reduced mean model is constructed using the N s first elastic modes ϕ α of the structure in vacuo and the N f first acoustic modes ψ β of the acoustic cavity with rigid walls. The reduced mean model is then written as (Ohayon et al., 1998) 
is the generalized acoustic stiffness of the acoustic cavity and the (N s × N f ) rectangular matrix [C] is the generalized vibroacoustic coupling matrix. The use of the nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties yields the following stochastic reduced model. For all ω fixed in the frequency band of analysis, the random response is represented by the random complex vectors (Soize, 2005) . The probability distribution is completely defined for each ensemble of random matrices and only depends on the dimension of the random matrix, on its mean value (for instance E{ [ modes for the structure and 57 acoustic modes for the cavity. The level of uncertainties are represented by δ = {δ Ms , δ Ds , δ Ks } for the structure, by
for the acoustic cavity and by δ C for the vibroacoustic coupling. The dispersion parameters δ f and δ have been identified from experimental measures performed on 30 cars for acoustics and 20 cars for vibrations . Figure 5 validates all of the stochastic modeling and displays the confidence region at 0.95 for the sound pressure at a given point in the cavity and for a given excitation of the engine. The calculations are done using the stochastic reduced vibroacoustic model for the experimentally identified dispersion parameters. The Monte Carlo method is used with m = 600 independent realizations.
Generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties in computational dynamics using random matrices and polynomial chaos decompositions
A generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties has recently been proposed (Soize, 2010) for computational model in structural linear dynamics and can be extended without difficulty to computational linear vibroacoustics and to computational nonlinear structural dynamics. This method is an extension of the nonparametric probabilistic approach of uncertainties presented in the previous sections and allows the prior probability model of each type of uncertainties (model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors) to be separately constructed and identified. The modeling errors are not taken into account with the usual output-prediction-error method (Beck et al., 1998) but with the nonparametric probabilistic approach of modeling errors introduced above and based on the use of the random matrix theory. A chaos decomposition (Ghanem et al., 1991) with random coefficients )is used to represent the prior probability model of random responses. The random germ is related to the prior probability model of model-parameter uncertainties. The random coefficients are related to the prior probability model of modeling errors and then depends on the random matrices introduced by the nonparametric probabilistic approach of modeling errors. If experimental data are available, then the prior probability model of the random coefficients can be improved in constructing a posterior probability model using the Bayesian methods (see for instance (Bernardo et al., 2000; Kaipio et al., 2005; Spall, 2003; Congdon, 2007; Carlin et al., 2009) ). The theory, an identification procedure of each type of uncertainties and a numerical validation are presented in (Beck et al., 1998) . We present an example of the generalized approach as an illustration of this generalized probabilistic approach of uncertainties. The designed system is a slender cylindrical elastic medium with length 10 m and has a rectangular section with height 1.1 m and width 1.6 m. The elastic medium is made of a composite material. The displacement field is zero on the part of the two end sections. The frequency band of analysis is B =]0 , 1200] Hz. A point load is applied close to the middle of the slender cylinder with a flat spectrum on B. We are interested in the transversal displacement of the neutral line at an observation point belonging to the neutral line and close to the end section. A reference solution of the real system has been constructed in developing a 3D elastic model of the real system. The mean model is made up of a damped homogeneous Euler elastic beam with length 10 m and simply supported. From the Euler beam theory, the first eigenvalue (square of the first eigenfrequency) can be written λ 1 = a 1 x. The model-parameter uncertainties leads us to model x by a random variable X. The prior probability model of random variable X is constructed using the maximum entropy principle and yields a Gamma probability distribution for which the mean value is given and for which the dispersion is controlled by the coefficient of variation δ X . The identification of parameter δ X is performed using the maximum likelihood method for the lowest random eigenvalue Λ 1 and yields δ X = 0.093. We consider the stochastic reduced model constructed (1) with the parametric probabilistic approach of uncertain parameter X for which δ X = 0.093 and (2) with the nonparametric probabilistic approach of modeling errors for the mass and stiffness operators. Consequently, the dispersion parameters describing the statistical fluctuations induced by modeling errors are δ M and δ K . The method used for the identification of δ M and δ K is explained in (Soize, 2010) and yields δ M = 0.9 and δ K = 0.15. erence response of the real system and the confidence region of the random response (1) calculated with the parametric probabilistic approach with δ X = 0.093 (figure (a)) and (2) calculated with the generalized probabilistic approach, that is to say, with the parametric probabilistic approach of model-parameter uncertainties for δ X = 0.093 and with the nonparametric probabilistic approach of modeling errors for δ M = 0.9 and δ K = 0.15. These figures show that the coupling of the two probabilistic approaches for model-parameter uncertainties and modeling errors allow the quality of the prediction to be considerably improved. The method proposed allows the role played by each type of uncertainties to be separately quantified.
Conclusions
This paper has presented a very brief survey concerning advances in uncertainties modeling, their quantification and their propagation through linear and nonlinear mechanical systems in static and dynamics.
